
Market Transformation Through Community Building

Make It PHun & Make Some Friends
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Hi 👋
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A stranger comes to town
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Skepticism abounds
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We needed to build a community 
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And then trick everyone
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But a conference and local chapter weren’t enough

We also needed a blood sacrifice
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An opportunity emerges
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Build with materials already typical in the market

● Stick frame

● Pier and beam (historic reno)

● Zip (but R)

● Marvin Windows

● Rockwool

● Heat pump, dehu, ERV system config (more on 

that later)
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Build with “normal” materials
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Build with “normal” materials
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Do the free-and-reduced-cost-hustle-shuffle
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Project breakdown: parts & pieces
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Project breakdown: parts & pieces
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Project breakdown: parts & pieces
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Project breakdown: parts & pieces
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Project breakdown: parts & pieces



Project breakdown: parts & pieces

Mitsubishi Heat Pump 
Indoor Unit (No Furnace 

Necessary

MERV 16 Filtration On 
The Return

Santa Fe Dedicated 
Dehumidifier  

Not shown from this 
view, an energy 

recovery ventilator is 
located on this attic wall

Insulated metal 
ductwork
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Challenges in 2A 

● Vocal skeptics armed to the teeth with anecdotes

● Fear of the unknown

● Humidity, humidity, humidity, humidity, humidity

● Air Sealing (Culture/Code)

● Heating targets (perverse incentives bc we’re SO cooling dominant) 

● Ventilation strategy & local code compliance (reducing exterior penetrations)

● Fear of “vapor barriers” 

○ (this is Texan for “idk what i’m doing with this building science stuff”)
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Use your friends to make the project. Use the project to make friends.
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Show & tell 
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Show & tell
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Show & tell

● AIA Homes Tour

● Publication

● Podcasts, Presentations

● BUILD Show

● Awards
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Show & tell
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Show & tell

“Through a combination of restrained alteration and thoughtful editing, this 

project models an exemplary transformation of an existing building into a 

modern, environmentally responsive, high-performance structure. We hope 

this house serves as precedent for future adaptive reuse and preservation 

projects.”

— Jeff Goldstein, FAIA
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Show & tell
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Show & tell
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Show & tell
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Tapping into local interest-groups

● AIA - Homes Tour

● AIA - Custom Residential Architects Network (construction tour)

● AIA COTE 

● Building Enclosure Council (symposium)

● UT School of Architecture 

● Building Science and Beer

● Building Science Philosophical Society

● Passive House Alliance

● Austin City Council Sub-Committees (advocacy)

● Mayoral Advisory Committee (advocacy)

● Austin Infill Coalition 

● SHAPE (Green minded real estate group)

● People who like BBQ and/or beer
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Tapping into local interest-groups
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Tapping into local interest-groups
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Tapping into local interest-groups
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The great freeze
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The great freeze
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The great freeze
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Going “all in” at the firm level
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Going “all in” at the firm level
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Replicate in other markets
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We are in the sweet spot 

● We know how to do this, the general 

public are starting to know it, but 

there are still many under or 

completely unserved markets

● Building community in those places 

is how we win hearts and minds and 

see Phius projects/ethos/know-how 

take root
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Parting Shot

“Ah beer (people). The cause of and the 
solution to all of life’s problems.” 
-Homer Simpson

https://www.beercartel.com.au/blog/ah-beer-the-cause-of-and-the-solution-to-all-of-lifes-problems-homer-simpson/
https://www.beercartel.com.au/blog/ah-beer-the-cause-of-and-the-solution-to-all-of-lifes-problems-homer-simpson/
https://www.beercartel.com.au/blog/ah-beer-the-cause-of-and-the-solution-to-all-of-lifes-problems-homer-simpson/

